This institution merged with another (Institut Nicolas Barre) and thus doubled its number of students. The school has undergone many extensions and had several million Euros investment.

Challenge
The Institute had grown significantly in size and numbers and has two needs, it required some professional surveillance equipment for students to use in their training towards the CAP security officer qualification, and it needed to improve security inside and outside the high school buildings due to a number of incidents, including thefts from the building.

Solution
D-Link worked with ISYNUX (now esi4u) to install an integrated surveillance system that provides high security for the school and hands on surveillance training for students. Security students are now using the system for their training and the number of incidents reported has fallen considerably.

Result
Surveillance systems provide a twofold purpose as well capturing evidence, the visible presence of security cameras act as a highly effective deterrent to any sort of criminal activity. This case introduced a third purpose - the use of a real-life D-Link surveillance system for training students in security.

Products & Services
- 2 x DGS-3620-28TC/SI
- 1 x DEM-BB100S
- 4 x DGS-3120-24PC/SI
- 1 x DEMCB850
- 2 x DPS-500
- 1 x DPS 800
- 4 x DPS-700
- 8 x DEM-311GT
- 12 x DCS-7513
- 1 x DCS-6915
- 23 x DCS-6113
- 1 x DNR-322L

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Customer: Institut Barre
Industry: Education
Location: France
Challenge: Security
Results: Decrease in anti social activity and increase in peace of mind.
Project Revenue: $ XXX